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Summary 

“sing the example Of Vector bOS0” product‘s”, the 
application Of me QCD improved parton rnOck1 at 
COllfdeP energies 15 reuieved. me reliability Of the 
exrrapo1ation to ssc e”e~gies 1s assessed. 
Predictions at JS I 0.54 Te" are compared with data. 

PPedlcti.¶"s for the interactions Of hadPo"s in 
the Tell range are "sually made using the parton me+. 
suitably modified to include the effects due to QCD 
The model has bee" remarkably successful I" analysis 
Of experiments at fixed target e"wgie*. but present 
CollidePs test the model in a new energy regime, which 
Will be fwther extended by the projected super 
colliders. ThlS eXte"stQ" Of the kinematic Pang* 
rahes certain theOr*tical 1se"ee which $y addressed 
here, and elSeYhePe I" tnese prOceedi*gS It IS a150 
Of interest to compare me predict‘ons Of the model 
Ulth data at JS - 0.54 Te", in Order to aeeese tne 
accuracy of projections to super-oollider energies. 
This program 19 carried out I" this papet-. 

Schematically. me parmn model Cr0ss-s*Ctlo" may 
be written as 

o(Pi) - j'kj dx,dx2 f,(x,,Q2) f,(x,.Q') ojr(xI) (1) 

where f. are the paPtO" distPib"tio"s and j,k run O"W 
pat-ton Jspec1es. The QCD parton model cont.ains three 
ingredie"Fs. These are. 

a, the speciflcatio" OP distributions Of quarks. 
antiquarks and g1uons inside the colliding hadro"5. 

b, the extrapa1ation o* me parton *lstrib"tio"s to 
the higher energies rele"s."t fOP cOlli*er 
experime"ts. 

c) the ca1cu1atians Of parton 9P"s.3-9eCtio"s which. 
men cOmbi"ed with the parton dlstPib"tio"s, fix 
the O"eral1 hadrcmic cross-section. 

The f‘?St topic. the measw'ement of the WPtO" 
d*"Siti** Will Only be me"tio"ed briefly. me 
principal so"Pce Of lnformatla" on these distrlb"tions 
comes from deep-inelastic 1epton hadron scattering. 
For a PeYieY o* me experimental problems In these 
determinations we refer the reader to ref.(3). The 
shape Of the valence quark dlStrib"tlo"S is we11 
determined. The uncertainties in the measurement of 
ma s"tiq"ark distrib"tto"s are Somewhat larger. but 
the distributions themael"eS are sma11w at fixed 
target energies. ma shape Of me g1uon distPib"tiO". 
which is determined from Scaling "iolat,io"s I" 
deep-lnelastlc scattering. 1s correlated with the 
measured vs1ue Of me *Cal* breaking parsmet*= A. 

setting aside the question of the experimental 
detemlnation o* the paPto* distributions, u* now 
*iscuss me extrapo1arion to collider energies. In 
genera1 the parton dJsLPlb"LlO" f"*ctlo"s are required 
at values of x and Q which we wtelde the range 
measured in deep-ine1ast1c SCstLering. me paPtlC"lar 
values depend on the tPa"S"ePSe energy OP mass Of the 
object m1ng produced. A W-tmson produced 1" proton 
anti-proton collisians at JS - 0.54 Te" 1s most likely 
to have cams rronl a pair Of partons having a fraction 
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x - 0.15 Of me hadrons' longitudinal mo"e"t"m. 
ya1ues Of x YhlCh are higher OP lower al-e probed if 
the w 1s produced in me foPYard or backvwd 
d‘rectio". At JS - 
become 

-30 Tev the typical value of x has 
x = 2.0x10 , although in the measurable 

rapidi!lj range. one 1s sensitive to values a* small as 
x-10 . For the pPod"ction Of hypothetical heavier 
particles. say Of mass 3, the values Of x are larger 
but the values of Q , at which the distribution is 
needed are also larger. We at-e therefore interested 
in a range S"Ch that, 

a/x < E: (2) 

where E 15 the total centre Of mass energy Of me 
collider. 

me extrapolation to the values of x and Q2 
required " 19 performed using the Altarelli-parisi 
*q"atlO". 

me functtons P are the e"Ol"tio" kernels which are 
calculated as a perturbation series I" the strong 
caup11ng constant. Normally me equatio"s are used 
including Only me first. arqr e"Ol"Fio" kernel. 
although the second order terms and certai"6tems Of 
*Ye" higher OrdePs have alea bee" calculated. As the 
evolution proceeds uncertainties 1" the sea an* g1uon 
diswib"tio" functions tend to dfminlsn. This ts 
show" I" Fig. (1) t-w the cay Of tty g1uon 
d StributiO" 4 

function at Q - 4 Ce" &"d 
Q I $000 ON'. The curves which are fery dfffe,'e"t at 
low Q approach one another at high Q These CUPVBS 
VBPe obtpsd using the twc2 parameterisatla"s Of Duke 
and owe"9 which evolve uith different values Of n. 
Par-t Of the reason WhY different StS.Ptl"g 
distPib"tlo"e, (compatible with data), give similar 
Pesults after e"ol"tio" is that Eq. (3) 1s dPiW" by 
tne hardest term on the right hand side. which is the 
we11 meas"Ped valence dfstrlbution. 
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Fig. 1 
TWO p~~*tpSStiO”S2 
f”“Ctlo” at Q 

for 2the g1uon qistributlo” 
- 4 Ce" and Q - 2.000 Ce" 



me *Xt,~pOhtiO” using the fiPSt-OPd*P 
Altarelli-ParL9i kernels is expected to be acceptable 
throughout, ttl* range explored at super-collider 
energies. A possible source Of danger is the low x 
region, ““teeted by fixed target experiments. i\s 
already me”tlo”ed above, despite 20”r ignorance of 
these dietributions at low x and Q , the AP equations 
are **pep to giw a reliable estimate at low x and 
higher Q This is because the growth at 10~ x, due to 
parton cascade from higher x, is 90 much larger than 
the presumed starting “al”* at law X. The issue 1s 
whetA*, the I1P equations v‘rh first order kernels are 
an accurate represanrarion of the behaviour of the 
LheQry in this region. The one loop *“Ol”tiO” 
equations at low x are dominated by me poles at x = 0 
which appear in the Splitting *unctions. I” the limit 

Y * O,(C*=3. cF=4/3). 

2c 
P#, z z+ ; q_ $2 (4) 

I” this approximatian, the glum ‘iistrlbutio” f”“cti0” 
evolves ac’mrding to 

(5) 

The SOlution 4” ttlts *#ation in the 11mir in WhlOh 
I”(,/*) l”(l” P ) >>I is, 

G(x.Q’) = + expjm (6) 

where Cba (Q2)l-’ = l”Q2/h2 . me second. Order 
splitting Qunction does not lead to a large 
mOdificati0" Of ttl1.e beh.s”lo”r; 
Of e”Ol”tion kernels is given by. 

*t *ma11 x the matrix 

I 
ST” 9FRf q CATRnf 

2 
xp(2)= 2% 

( 4 27 

\ 

CC -sCT" Fli 9 F R f 

(1) 

Th‘s equation S”O”ld be Compared with the 
corresponding results for the timelike case. FOP 
example. the runcrlo” which CO”tr01s the fragmentatlo" 
Of a glue” is given by, 

pT x:0 
2 4c21n2x 

GO 
$(2, - (2, + + . . 

( 8~) 

and after rssuImStia* to au OPdWs t$e moments Of 
this function are know" to be given by, 

vcG(“) = g-c”-,) + Gz$ ] T (9) 

*eturnlng to the spacepe cap we see Prom 
Eq. (7) that terms Of Order a l"(l/X) /x for ml-l.2 are 
at-sent. Indeed It. is know” taat to a11 orders me 
most singular terms in the perturbaf~o” series ior me 
splitting f”“ctlo” are Of the *arm, 

Pot(X) = .: a. 1 (d”$ 
j QSCA 

: c = (,I (10) 
J-0 JX 

The values af the. coSfflc‘e"tS a 
d 

m-S k"OW".6 Note 
that a -a -0. since the COrreCtion t ml* are Of order 
rl"(l/?),iL Should not envisage any problems with 
perturbation theory until rl"(l/x) I 7. Thus the first 
order equations provide an adequate description at 
least down to values, 

x > 10 -3 at Q2 = ,04cev (11) 

I" ref. (2) it is argue* mat lowest Order 
perturb.stio" theory Should be valid to even smaller 
values Of x, because Of the steepness near x = 0, with 
which the Splitting f""Crio" is ConYOlUted. HOW*"*,. 
Eq. (11) is sufficient fcr most purposes at energies 
E < 40 Te”. 

I” Order to make numerical estimates OP the 
OPOsS-S*Ctio”S we Will use the results Of numerical 
integratlo” the Of AltsPelll-PaPIS1 equation given 1” 
the literature. 
Consider are those Of 

The param*t*ris?.ti0*s “ph we 

“Offma”” and Reya 
Duly, and Owens (DO). Gl”Ck 

(@R’ and Eichte”. Hinchllffe, 
Lane and Quigg (EHLQ). None Of tne parameserisatio”s 
19 entirely Satisfactory throughout the range 
JS.O.5-40 Te”. * Satisfa.ctoPy parameterisation must 
a, be cmpstlble vim the data at fixed tarllet 
energies, 
b) give a satisfactory fit. to the result Of numerical 
e”Ol”tio” OP the low energy distPib”tia”s thrOUghoUt 
the range Of collider and super-collider e”ePgies 
(cf.eq.(ll)). The stated range or accuracy o* the 
three sets is 

DO: 5.10 -3 <x < 1 2 < Q < 103 Ge” (few %) 

cm: 10-2 < x < I 2 < Q C 200 Ce” 

EHLQ: IO-4 < Y < 1 2.3 C Q < lo4 Ge” (5%) (12) 

Yh*l-* the percentage is the estimated maximum 
deviation Of the parameterisation fP0” the result of 
the ““merical evOl”tlQ” Of the starting biStPib”tio”S. 
Thus we see that the first two sets hd”e a” x ?=“ge 
SOiTl*Whdt less tha” desired for super-collider 
energies. 

Not a11 feat”PeS of fixed target data ape 
reproduced by the p.srametePfsatio”s. although there is 
some degree Of ctlo1ce in the data *et9 UhiCh are used. 
The DO parameterisatla”s have an W(3) ymmetric sea 
“hi& appears to be excluded by the *at=. Since sea 
distributions are lmpOPta”t at super-collider 
energies, this defictency can lead LO nOticeable 
dif*erences. The ratio Of "SlS"cS ~30~7, and UP q"SPkS 
is messured to be approximately given by 

J d”w/uy(x = 0.57(1-x) (13) 

The EHLQ str”ctWe functions fit this ratio Esther 
poorly (.5.x ref.(,2,, an* hence somewhat ""derestimate 
Y prOd"CtiQ" cross-sections at CERN collider energies. 
Different theOretiCa rr*arm**t.5 Of the cnarm quark 
threshold can be lead to appreciable differences at 
small "SlYSS Of x. GSnerally speaking ttl*s* 
hmmpatibilities of the parto" distribution functions 
Yith data lead to less than 20% SffeCtS in the final 
Cr0ss-SeCtio"s. "e"ertheless they i"trOd"ce an 
avoldabla so"rc* Of error. 
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The total _cPoss-S~C~~~"S *or Vector bCX0" 
prOd"ct‘o" in pp c0111510** at CERN collider energies 
including the O(a ) correczions have been presented in 
ref. (13). The =gludc radiative COP,~C~~~"S were 
impleme"ted follouing the basic strategy Of ref. (14). 
I"clusia" Of the O(o ) COPreCtl0"S l"CreSses the zero 
Order Cross-section -=tlE so-oalled K factor - by 
about 301. This is to be compared with the O(a 1 
cOrreCtion in Drell-an produc~p" at fixed targb 
energies YbiCh is about 801. This decrease in the 
size Of the radlatlve COrPeCti0" is mainly due to me 
decrease in the she of the running coupling (I . The 
COntPibutto" Of the initial gl"0"s after fSctorl8atio" 
is "egati"e and less than a 51 COrPeCtio". 

The theoretical calculStio"S Of me 
cPos~~sectlo"s POP pp c0111910*5 at. "4 = 0.54 Te" 
are. 

OW++W- = (4.2 1 ;:z,"b i oz ' = (1.3 1 ;:;)"b (14) 

The theweti~al uncertainties in these cross-SectionS 
ha"e bee" estimated by "s1"8 diffSrS"t sets of pS=tO" 
distributions and different Sr,DU%S"tS for tbS r"""i"g 
coupling. me "al"* for the .u cross-aeotion found 
using the EHLQ Structure function is somewhat IOU but 
lies within the range given I" Eq. (14). me ratio Of 
me two CP0ss-seCtl~"s.l~poPLant for cO""tl"g 
"eYtPi"OS is less subject to theoretical error. 

aw+ t w- 

oz 
= 3.3 t 0.2 (15) 

Multiplyi",, Eqs. (,4) by the branching ratio i"tO 
electrons, 

B(W + eu) = 0.089 HZ0 * e+e-) = 0.032 (16) 

wh‘ch are the values Obtained for a top quark mSSS 
m = 40 Cc?" and 0 /n = 0.04. we find that the prOdUCt 
ok the cmss-sec8.m and decay branching ratio is, 

(,B)W*+*' 
= (370 : 'glPb 

p.*+*- 
(OB) = (42 1 ';)pb (17) 

me carresponding experimental results SPB 15.16 

"Al : (OF31 '*= 53D&Ot90pb (OS) Z0 = 71i24t13pb (181 

u*2 : (08) w* = 530fIOOfIOOpb (oB) Z0 = llOt40fEOpb (19) 

Theoretical predWio”S for higher S"SWiSS a=*. 
gimn in Table (1). These results SPS also subject t0 
theOretiCal error. Fig. (2) displays these PSSUltS 
for a fiyd set af partO" distribution f""Cti0"S (Duke 
an* ouens , Set 1) and a give" Choice of SCSlS fO= 

) The solid C",VB is for prOtO"-S"tiPPOtO" S"d 

:bi?,i = 
de do ted curve 1s for pPOtO"-pPotO" colllSlo"s. 

10 Te" the two curves dpS Ss%S"tiSllY 
identical beca"se of the d0mi"S"cS of sSS q"S=kS. 
Also shown plotted are the cross-sections for the 
prod"ctio" of hY‘vXhet‘cal bos0"S Of mass 0.2. 0.5 S"d 
1 Te" Which couple to qu~r'ks exactly in the Same YSY 
as the normal Y '00~0". These cup"es We al.,0 SubjSCt 
ta theOretica Uncertainties similar to those in Table 
1. AlthoUgh the cross-section for the pl‘od"Cti0" Of W 
bosons at UO Te" is large, It should be borne i" mind 
that only about 301 of them 0ccur St obser'able 
rapi*ities Y < 2. A w produced at rap1dlt.y greater 
than 2 lies within 15' of the beam pipe. 
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Fig. 2 
The total cross-eectio" for the production of W++W- 
bosons. M = 83 Ge" in proton antiproton co111s1o"s 
(solid line) and proton proton collisians (dashed 
line,. The other curves refer to hed~ier Char@ 
bosons with the same c~u~linas to quarks SS the W of 
the standard model. 
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Table 1 
Thea-StiCSl resu1p for the W an* z total 
cross-sections I" pp i"tePactlo"s at various energies. 
Estimates of the theOretICa error are also give". 

We "0~ ~o"~fder the tra"s"er~e momentum af the 
produced "SCtDP bOSO"S in mO,S detail. This iS S 
subject of both theoretical and practical impartS"cS. 
They are theO,eticSllY important because It ha9 been 
shorn that essentially the whole qT distr‘b"tl0" 
(including the lo" q 
procedure for the r suo~Stl0" B 

regian) can be predicted. The 
of m"ltiplS g1uon 

emission ‘"eluding tra"s"ePse mOme"t"m CO"ser"atio" 
was i"trOd"Eed in ref. (171 and further deYelop*d in 
r&3. (18.13.19). The comparisan with w bOS0" 
productian data at JS = 0.54 Te" is *ho"" in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3 
The “ormalised *difrere”tial cross-sectlo” R for the 
prOdUCtion Of (W +W ) b0S0”S as a f”“Ctio” Of q at 
JS - 0.54 Te”. The dotted and dashed histograms are 
the S”itAbl” “ormalised *ata Of the “Al an* “I2 
collaboratlbns respectively. The SO116 line is the 
theOPetica1 prediction for 

do(y-0) do(y-0) 
-q-&r (20) 

based on the 
I-“11 a”alyslsl~ 

arm” distrtb”tio”s Of 01”Ck et A.” * 
Of the uncertainty in the theOPeLical 

pPedict,ia” due to the form Of the pal-ton diStPlb”tlQ” 
P”“ctlo”s, the size Of n, an* the ““Calc”lated higher 
order oorrections shows that it Is about 25%. Wlthi” 
the limited statistics the agreement between theory 
and data 1s acceptable. me change Of the Patlo R 
with increasing centre-of-lmss energy 1s ill”stPated 
1” Fig. 4. 
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the normalised differentls.1 cross-section R for the 
DPOdUCtiQ” oi w++w- bOSO”S in pmton anti-proton 
collisions at various cent~e of mass energies. 

With t*cre&¶i*g energy a larger fractto" Of the 
eYe"tS lie above q I 30 ON. It 1s thePefOPe to ttl1s 
large tra”sYePSe Lm*nt”m tail. which IS we11 
described by the simple perturbative formula, that we 
t”r” our attention. 

It super colliders the large tPa"s"ePse mOme"t"m 
region 1s OP most interest because it is in this 
region that the sear’ch for physics beyond the standard 
model Ulll take place. u and/or z pPOd”Ctio” at 1arqe 
q could cause “monofets~~ or “lepton + jet” events 
Y th T missing transverse energy. Both of these types 
of events are typical triggers in the search for “ew 
phenomena. I” a-dell to estimate the probability Of 
S”Ch events Prom CO”“e”tio”dl am so”Pces, Ye define 
the quantity 

* 
n(qT.) - I T do(!f-0) dp - qT OPT dy / T 

(21) 

YhePe .4 is the ki”ematic limit Of the tra”Z”eEf? 
mment” . 2 
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Table 2 
The probability “(qT, OP *inding a w bosa”2~bo”e a 
Certain qT at “BPiO”S centxe-Of-mass e”ergieS. 

I” Table (2, the “al”es Of ” at JS - 0.5” Te” a”d 
10 Te” for p,i ~0111~10”s and at JS - 40 Te” for pp 
colllslons are given. The resylts at JS - Ora’ ha”e 
bee” calc”ldted “sing the O(os) COntPtbUtlo” CO~i”g 
mm quark-antiquark annini1at1on. The difference 
bewee” 1 calculated in OPdeP .l an* CalCUpted in 
wder s2 is small, but inclusion o? the O(a J term 
leads to a substantial deorea~e I” the errOP i%hich is 
mainly due to the scale ambiguity I” the running 
coupling canstant. Pit the other two energies the 
percentage WPO~S on T are of the same 0rdw a9 the 
psrcentage errm-s given in Table 1 at the 
corresponding energies. The rigures we thereCore fw 
‘llustrat~o” only. Table 2 indicates that it 19 most 
unlikely to find more than 3% of the U’s (or Z’s, t-w 
v,,ich a similar result “olds) with a” associated .,W. 
of q 2 35 ON, Taking into account the factor 6 
bet&” f(Z’YY) an* m+e+e 1 it follows that at 
JS - 0.54 TeY we should expect about live times fewer 
monojets with qT L 35 Ce”, than regular z decays to 
electron pa‘rs at /S - 0.54 TeY. 
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